INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, there have been sporadic efforts using plate impact experimental data to understand shock decay in cement and concrete. Various heterogeneities in these materials strongly influenced the dispersion and attenuation characteristics of shock waves. Several investigators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] studied the shock wave response of concrete using so called hydrocodes as well as employing empirically based material strength models. Kipp, Chhabildas, and Reinhart [2] showed wave dispersion in concrete under elastic regimes by measuring the free surface velocity at different spatial locations on the stress free rear surface. The three dimensional CTH [6] simulations employing a continuum constitutive model used a 200 micron (0.2 mm) mesh resolution to explicitly model the aggregates. The heterogeneity was modeled by an ellipsoidal inclusion surrounded by the grout material in a cylinder. The CTH results also showed pulse dispersion and matched the measured wave profiles. The researchers in Cavendish laboratory [3] [4] reported both dynamic strength and shock Hugoniot of cementitious materials through plate impact experimental studies. Buzaud et al [5] modeled shock compression under very high pressure due to projectile penetration or contact detonation. These authors also experimentally captured wave dispersion in concrete. There is hardly any reported modeling under shock loading conditions that explicitly describes each constituent, including the free water and microvoids in the cement with their individual elastic properties. Most finite element method based analyses of wave propagation in concrete utilized a continuum damage model with average effective properties. The attenuation was described using a RVE with ellipsoidal particles in an isotropic and homogeneous matrix [5] . These studies however did not explicitly describe pulse attenuation or the shock decay due to the presence of heterogeneities as it propagated from the impact surface towards the back surface of the target. For concrete materials, the average sizes of the aggregates influence the elastic properties and shock attenuation characteristics. Therefore, it is important to establish appropriate length scales in computational modeling as well as the sample size in experiments. To further understand the complex shock decay in concrete, the present computational study on wave propagation in cementitious materials is based on a Portland cement (Type I) without any sand and large aggregates (like stones). The absence of these materials enables modeling with one micron resolution at the mesoscales.
DESCRIPTION OF CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
Cement is a highly heterogeneous material comprised of several microscale constituents that bind through chemical reaction with the addition of water and uses its covalent bonding mechanisms. C-S-H has the highest volume fraction and is believed to be responsible for controlling the engineering properties. When limestone and clay are fused together at 1450 0 C, clinker nodules are formed. Hydration kinetic reactions form the cement products and form the binder between the various clinkers. The clinker is typically comprised of tricalcium silicate (C3S), dicalcium silicates (C2S), tricalcium aluminates (C3A), and gypsum. Typically, cementitious materials are combined with fine (sand) and course (aggregates) to create structural concrete mixtures. The constituents vary depending on the specific application, so for the current study a general Portland cement is used.
The tricalcium silicates are responsible for the strength development from 0 to 28 days. The dicalcium silicates are responsible for the strength development after 28 days. The C-S-H is the reaction product formed during hydration of cement and is the most important constituent that binds together all constituent material particles. For instance, nanostructures of C-S-H gel have been determined for Jennite or Tobermorite ores. Recently Murillo et al., [7] reported the elastic properties of the clinkers and the C-S-H (Tobermorite-14 Å) gel based on their molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and experimental data. The cementitious material modeled in this study contained 17 different microconstituents with varying properties and are presented in Table 1 . The elastic moduli show significant variation, ranging from 22.4 to 117.6 GPa, thereby producing wave speed and impedance dissimilarities at the microscale. Table 2 provides the wave speed, impedance and interaction between microconstituents. R is the reflected shock wave energy, σr is the reflected stress and σt is the transmitted stress between an empty or water filled pore and the RVE microconstituents when subjected to a unit shock stress. Of particular interest is the interaction between empty and water filled pores with the various cementitious materials. The empty pores, as expected, behave like internal free surfaces and the water shows a similar response. The reflected stress ratios range from -0.62 to -0.89. The presence of these two types of porosity are a dominant factor for dispersive nature of Portland cement. The empty pores are a result of chemical shrinkage that occurs during the cement hydration process. In addition, the statistically random spatial distribution of the 17 microconstituents create internal impedance mismatches that also influence the heterogeneous materials' wave dispersion characteristics thus requiring explicit computational modeling of the cementitious microstructure.
TABLE 2. Properties of individual constituents

COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
The micro-structure voxel information from NIST software CEMHYD3D [8] for a given particle distribution is imported into the general purpose ABAQUS ® finite element code using an in-house developed Matlab ® code and modeled as a micro-scale representative volume element (RVE) using continuum hexahedral elements to generate RVEs 50x50x50 microns in dimension (125K). Figure 2a is the resulting RVE microstructure, Fig. 2b is the water filled porosity and Fig. 2c is the empty porosity distribution. A plate impact configuration was simulated to fundamentally understand the shock wave decay phenomenon. The microstructures for a given particle distribution of various constituents are explicitly modeled in ABAQUS ® as a 50 micron cube RVE. Shahzamanian et al. [10] , determined the effective elastic tensor by applying kinematic and In the computer simulation, an 11 μm thick copper flyer plate was made to impact a 50 μm thick cement cube under one dimensional strain boundary condition at an arbitrary impact velocity of 570 m/s. Though the water channels are on the order of nanometers, in the present analysis one micron size was used to avoid humongous computing time. Roller boundary conditions were employed on the lateral surfaces to mimic macroscale 1-D strain while the rear surfaces were kept as stress free. The RVE was subject to flyer plate impact under one-dimensional strain boundary condition. Internally, the elements were allowed to deform in all directions to capture the 3-D interaction of microconstituents.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To understand wave decay due to the presence of heterogeneity, modeling and simulations were performed for two cases: a) pure elastic response, and b) elastic-plastic with tensile damage. Under compression the microconstituents are modeled using perfectly plastic material behavior. The tensile damage was implemented using the model developed by Taylor, Chen and Kuszmaul and validated for brittle rocks [12] and ceramics [13] . Figure 2a describes wave attenuation (decreasing stress amplitude as the wave propagates into the cement target) due to impedance mismatch between the various constituents. The maximum stress in compression is much larger than the stress in tension. The release wave from the rear surface of the flyer plate releases stress in compression. The attenuation is significant in both compression and tension. In this simulation, a 50 µm thick target was used. Therefore, these distances are 1/4 th , 1/2, and 3/4 th from the impact plane. While the pulse duration at 13 µm distance from the impact plane remains under compression for about 15 to 17 nanoseconds, the release wave from the stressfree back surface of cement plate decreases the pulse durations in compression at locations (25 µm and 37 µm) closer to the rear surface of cement.
In Fig. 2b , the wave attenuation behaviors for the case where the cement experiences both inelastic compression and tensile damage are shown. At 13 µm from the impact plane, the cement remains in compression for a long time until the release wave from the target rear surface arrives and goes into tension. In addition to decreasing stresses as the shock wave progresses through the RVE, the loading rate of the shock stress decreases and is more pronounced when accounting for the temporal plasticity and tensile damage. The damage seems to be incipient and therefore, the stress amplitude under tension is significantly higher (about 1250 MPa -shown in red) compared to the stress histories at 25 µm and 37 µm which are farther away from the impact surface. As the tensile waves from the back surface of the OFHC copper and the cement target interact at these locations, the damage model softens the stress levels (less than about 500 MPa -green and blue). It can be seen from the green plot that the tensile stress is very low (250 MPa) and later becomes zero due to complete tensile damage (D=1); this location is nearest to the rear surface of the cement target compared to the other two locations. As the damage is partial at 25 µm, the tensile stress reaches a level of about 400 MPa. The pulse duration decreases with increasing distance from the impact plane indicating significant wave dispersion. The local wave reflections, due to impedance mismatching between various constituents, cause this dispersion as well as attenuation. The effective wave speed in the RVE, based on the average properties, was about 3.7 mm/μs (or micron/nanosecond). In these plots, the wave arrival times at these three locations was approximately about 3.6 to 3.7 mm matching the effective speed. The wave attenuation is shown in Fig. 3a for nine different locations inside the cement target plate for Case 2 (elastic-plastic-tensile damage). The water containing elements seem to remain under compression for a longer duration compared to the solid elements. These plots clearly show that the wave histories at each location are different by exhibiting various degrees of wave attenuation and dispersion. The continuum models fail to show these complex wave decay phenomena due to the assumption of homogeneous and isotropic behaviors for a highly heterogeneous solid. Fig. 3b shows the free surface velocity at the back of the cement target. The velocity history is influenced by the properties of the constituent located at the numerically measured location. The average velocity for several elements in the back surface is also shown in Fig. 3b . Though the stress histories showed very strong attenuation and dispersion, the consolidated velocity profile resembles the VISAR measurement in a typical plate impact experiment with concrete targets [2] .
SUMMARY
By explicitly modeling the individual constituents with their own elastic properties through a representative volume element, it is possible to capture the wave decay characteristics in finite element simulations. The release waves from the rear surfaces of both the flyer and cement target reduce pulse durations in regions closer to the target rear surface. The RVE results showed a strong wave dispersion and attenuation due to the complex wave reflections at the boundaries of various constituents in cement. The average response of the heterogeneous RVE, due to shock wave propagation, resembled the plate impact experimental velocity profile for an arbitrary concrete material. The average response was effectively an isotropic and homogeneous "equivalent" solid (or RVE) with some effective properties. Since the constituents are randomly distributed in cementitious materials, the response tends to follow (b) (a) isotropic behaviors. The RVE approach provides a realistic methodology to estimate effective shock response of a heterogeneous solid, as well as highlight the necessity for explicitly modeling the microconstituents to determine macroscale material behavior during shock loading. Using the effective properties and by alleviating very expensive direct computer simulations in design applications, it may then be possible to perform shock response of a heterogeneous solid through continuum models.
